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 The Sabians of Harran and the
 Classical Tradition

 DAVID PINGREE

 This article addresses questions concerning the characteristics of the paganism of Harran,
 its eclectic sources, and its development by examining the relationships - real, possible,
 and fictitious - of various personalities with the city of Harran from Assyrian times till
 the Mongol attack in 1271. It is suggested that the $abians used Neoplatonism, which, if
 Tardieu's analysis is correct, they originally learned from Simplicius, to develop, explain,
 and justify their practice of astral magic, and that their interest in the Greek astronomy
 and astrology that astral magic required served to maintain the study and to preserve the
 texts of these sciences during the centuries in which they were ignored in Byzantium. It is
 further shown that the Greek philosophical and scientific material available to them was
 mingled with elements from ancient Mesopotamia, India, Iran, Judaism, and Egypt to
 form a syncretic system of belief that they could claim to be mankind's original and
 authentic religion.

 I. City of the Moon

 The ancient city of Harran' lies in northwestern Mesopotamia near the source of
 the Balikh river, which flows to the South about 70 miles to join the Euphrates at
 Raqqah. Harran is also about 25 miles to the Southeast of Edessa, which Syrian Chris-
 tians called "the Blessed City," and about 60 miles to the West of Ra's al-cAyn, beyond
 which, in about another 60 miles, lies Nisibis. Citizens of all of these cities played
 important roles in the intellectual and religious life of Syria in the millennium during
 which that land was first Hellenized, then Christianized, and eventually Islamicized,
 with a lot of Persianizing and Indianizing interspersed. In particular, this northeastern
 corner of the country was, from the sixth century on, the center of Syrian investiga-
 tions of astronomy and astrology.

 But Harran was already by the early first millennium B.C. a city dedicated to Sin,
 the Akkadian god of the Moon, whose temple was the famous E.HUL.HUL, restored
 by the Assyrian Shalmaneser III in the middle of the ninth century' B.C., by Assurbanipal
 in the middle of the seventh, and again by the last Chaldean king of Babylon, the pious
 Nabonidus, in -552, just 14 years before the city fell to Cyrus the Great. At other cities
 in Mesopotamia other gods and goddesses who had astral aspects were worshipped,
 though the stars and planets themselves were not considered divinities, but only the
 physical manifestations of the divine powers that resided beyond the visible heaven.

 1. J. B. Segal and W. Brice, "Harran," Anatolian Studies 1, 1951, pp. 77-111, and D. S. Rice,
 "Medieval Harran," Anatolian Studies 2, 1952, pp. 36-83.

 David Pingree, Brown University, Department of the History of Mathematics, Box 1900, Provi-
 dence, RI 02912.

 International Journal of the Classical Tradition, Vol. 9, No. 1, Summer 2002, pp. 8-35.
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 Pingree 9

 Thus, for instance, Marduk, whose planet is Jupiter, was worshipped at Babylon;
 Nabu, whose planet is Mercury, at Borsippa; SItar, whose planet is Venus, at Uruk;
 and Sin himself at Ur, whence Abraham is said in Genesis (11,31-12,4) to have set out

 for Harran before continuing on to the land of Canaan. Indeed, prayers to the planets
 and stars as representatives of divinities were an important part of some Mesopotamian
 rituals, such as that of the Washing of the Mouth (mis pi) which is used in "birthing"
 images of the gods.2 In Syrian cities before Islam the worship of astral as well as other
 deities was a normal form of religious practice, though many other religious beliefs-
 pagan, Jewish, Zoroastrian, Manichaean, and Christian-were represented in their
 diverse populations. What is unusual about Harran is that a religion (later called
 Sabianism3) developed there, combining elements from Mesopotamia, India, Iran, Syria
 itself, Neoplatonic and Aristotelian philosophy, Greek astrology, and Ptolemaic as-
 tronomy; this new religion spawned forms of magic-astral4 and psychic5-that are
 described in Arabic texts, written primarily between the ninth and thirteenth centuries
 A.D., which spread these beliefs and practices over the entire Muslim world, from
 India to Spain, and which, through Latin and later vernacular versions, beginning in
 the thirteenth century, profoundly affected Western Europe; to name but a few, Marsilio
 Ficino, Henry Agrippa, and two founding members of the Royal Society of London
 were practitioners of astral magic. The problem faced by modern historians has been
 that of the mechanism by which the ancient Mesopotamian forms of religious beliefs,
 strong echoes of which were still apparent in the cAbbasid period, were combined
 with the interests of late Neoplatonic philosophers in the theology of the One and its
 hypostases, in astronomy, in astrology, in medicine, and in theurgy.

 II. Simplicius

 Almost twenty years ago Michel Tardieu,6 followed by Ilsetraut Hadot,7 bril-

 2. C. Walker and M. Dick, The Induction of the Cult Image in Ancient Mesopotamia (= State
 Archives of Assyria, Literary Texts 1), Helsinki 2001.

 3. Still fundamental because of its massive documentation is D. Chwolsohn, Die Ssabier und
 der Ssabismus, 2 vols., St. Petersburg 1856. See also, inter alia, J. Hjiirpe, Analyse critique des
 traditions arabes sur les Sabeens Harraniens, Uppsala 1972, and T. M. Green, The City of the
 Moon God. Religious traditions of Harran (= Religions in the Graeco-Roman World 114), Leiden
 1992.

 4. D. Pingree, "Some of the Sources of the Ghulyat al-hakim," Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld
 Institutes 43, 1980, pp. 1-13, and "From Hermes to Jabir and the Book of the Cow," to appear
 in the proceedings of the Colloquium on Magic and the Classical Tradition held at the
 Warburg Institute in May of 2000.

 5. See the discussion of the Book of the Cow towards the end of this paper in section XVIII
 (below, pp. 32-33).

 6. M. Tardieu, "Sabiens coraniques et '$abiens' de Harran," Journal Asiatique 274, 1986, 1-44;
 M. Tardieu, "Les calendriers en usage ' Harran d'apres les sources arabes et le commentaire
 de Simplicius a la Physique d'Aristote," in I. Hadot (ed.), Simplicius. Sa vie, son oeuvre, sa
 survie. Actes du Colloque international de Paris (28 sept. - ler oct. 1985) organist par le Centre de

 recherche sur les oeuvres et la pensde de Simplicius (RCP 739-CNRS) (= Peripatoi 15), Berlin-
 New York 1987, pp. 40-57; and Tardieu, Les Paysages reliques. Routes et haltes syriennes d'lsidore
 ai Simplicius (= Bibliotheque de l'Ecole des hautes etudes. Section des sciences religieuses
 94), Louvain-Paris 1990.

 7. I. Hadot, "La vie et l'oeuvre de Simplicius d'apres des sources grecques et arabes," in I.
 Hadot (ed.), Simplicius (above, n. 6), pp. 3-39.
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 liantly discovered the mechanism by which Neoplatonism was introduced to Harranian
 intellectuals. This introduction earlier authors, beginning with Chwolsohn, had attrib-
 uted to Thabit ibn Qurra (836-901), who was brought to Baghdad in about 860 and was
 thought by Chwolsohns and his followers, relying on the biography by Ibn Khallikan,9
 to have learned his Neoplatonism there; they even believed that he established at
 Baghdad a splinter group of intellectuals antagonistic to the pagans who had re-
 mained in Harran. Tardieu shows, from the historical probabilities, from the accounts
 by al-Masciidi of his visit to Harran in A.H. 332 (A.D. 943-4), and from the words of
 the philosopher Simplicius that this last, when he and the other Neoplatonists re-
 turned in 533 from the court of Khusr6 An6shirwan in which they had taken refuge
 after Justinian closed the Athenian Academy in 529, in accordance with the provisions
 of the treaty between the two Emperors that guaranteed them the right to live peace-
 fully in Byzantine territory without renouncing their pagan beliefs, settled near the
 boundary, at Harran. He presents further evidence that they established an academy
 of "Platonic" studies there in imitation of the one in Athens, an academy that, accord-
 ing to Tardieu, was still operational when al-Mascu-di visited Harran; but to call what
 al-MasCfidi found in 943-4 a "Platonic Academy" is stretching the evidence.10

 Furthermore, Tardieu and Hadot demonstrate the high probability that Simplicius
 composed his commentaries on Aristotle, Epictetus, and Euclid there;" that Priscianus

 8. Chwolsohn, op. cit. (above, n. 3), vol. 1, pp. 482-489.
 9. M. de Slane, Ibn Khallikan's Biographical Dictionary, vol. 1, Paris 1842, repr. Beirut 1970, p.

 288. This elaborate story has Thabit, after starting life as a money-changer in Harran, travel
 to Baghdad to learn the sciences of the ancients, especially medicine and philosophy, return
 to Harran to compose twenty treatises on different branches of science, correct Hunayn ibn
 Ishaq's Arabic translation of Euclid, advance heretical opinions among the $abians with the
 result that he was forbidden to enter the temple, repent and return to his religious commu-
 nity, relapse into his former heresy so that he was again excluded, retire from Harran, settle
 in Kafratutha, a town near Dara, and there meet with Muhammad ibn Mfsa, who brought
 him back to Baghdad. This is simply too much to have happened in the period from his
 birth in 836 and his being discovered by Muhammad ibn Muis some years before the latter
 died in 872-3. And no authority other than this thirteenth-century biographer gives this
 story.

 10. J. Lameer, "From Alexandria to Baghdad: Reflections on the Genesis of a Problematical
 Tradition," in G. Endress and R. Kruk (eds.), The Ancient Tradition in Christian and Islamic
 Hellenism. Studies on the transmission of Greek philosophy and sciences dedicated to H.J. Drossaart

 Lulofs on his ninetieth birthday (= CNWS Publications 50), Leiden 1997, pp. 181-191, esp. pp.

 186-189, denies that al-Mascidi admired the Sabian "philosophers," but ignores the fact that
 he met men there who had an assembly hall (majmac) and who informed him correctly that
 the Syriac inscriptions on its door-knocker were quotations from Plato. No matter what
 their standing as philosophers, they represented the continuation of a Platonic tradition that
 might well have originated in the sixth century.

 11. His commentary on the De caelo mentions the De aeternitate mundi contra Proclum that John
 Philoponus composed in 529 and also refers to the river Khabfir, which rises in Ra's al-cayn.
 In his commentary on the Physics he speaks of Damascius as someone already dead; an
 inscription now at Hims (Emesa) and dated 538 bears an epigram mentioning the philoso-
 pher Damascius, who must have died after this date. He also wrote commentaries on the
 Categories, On the Soul, and the Metaphysics (on this last see I. Hadot, "Recherches sur les
 fragments du commentaire de Simplicius sur la M4taphysique d'Aristote," in I. Hadot [ed.],
 Simplicius [above, n. 6], pp. 225-245), as well as on Epictetus' Encheiridion and the first book
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 Lydus wrote his Solutiones eorum de quibus dubitavit Chosroes Persarum rex (Answers to

 the Questions Posed by Khusro, King of the Persians) there; and that Damascius lived in
 Syria until at least 538. But Tardieu does not try to detect the effect of this injection of
 Neoplatonism on the intellectual life of northern Mesopotamia, the area known to
 Muslim geographers as the Jazirah, and initially even minimizes its impact by denying
 any contamination of the "Platonic Academy" by the old religion, though he later
 hypothesizes that Simplicius refers to the various calendars used by different seg-
 ments of the Harranian population. Tardieu concludes the article on these calendars:
 "Selon l'objectif de l'fcole d'Athenes, en effet, le philosophe ne devait se contenter d'etre le

 thdrapeute d'une seule ville, ou celui des coutumes de quelques peuples. II lui fallait aussi etre
 'l'hidrophante du monde entier'.12 En s'installant a' Harrdn a leur retour d'Iran, les compagnons
 de Damascius avaient choisi l'endroit iddal pour realiser un tel programme." The rest of this
 paper will attempt to indicate briefly how Harran absorbed elements of the cultural
 traditions of those it came into contact with, developed them (sometimes in quite
 startling ways), and successfully passed them on to much of the rest of the world.

 III. Zoroaster

 The first attested presence of Greek astrology in Harran (quite different are the
 celestial omens in Akkadian found at Sultantepe near Harran13) apparently can be
 dated from the third century. The Kitab al-Mawfilid (Book of Nativities) is an Arabic
 version, made by Sald ibn Khurasankhurrah in about 750, of a Sasanian textbook on
 genethlialogy that pretends to have been written by Zaradusht.4 The text was evi-
 dently revised during the reign of Khusr6 An6shirwan (531-578), and certainly was
 composed on the basis of Greek teachings in early Sasanian times.

 Its origin seems to have been Harran. In a list of the ahl al-buyatft ("people of the
 [old] houses") is named the ahl bayt haykal bi-HIIarriin (people of the house of the temple
 in Harran), with clear reference to the famous Temple of the Moon.15 Towards the end
 "Zaradusht" provides an autobiographical sketch,16 according to which he was born in

 of Euclid's Elements: Ibn al-Qifti, Kitab ta'rikh al-hukamar' (Book of the History of the Learned),
 ed. J. Lippert, Leipzig 1903, p. 206.

 12. Marinus, Hp6oKog, ed. V. Cousin, Procli philosophi platonici opera inedita, Paris 1864 [repr.
 Frankfurt am Main 1962], cols. 1-66, XIX (col. 36) (= Marini Vita Procli, ed. I. F. Boissonade,

 Leipzig 1814 [repr. Amsterdam 1966], p. 16): KaL y&p poXELtpov iKEiVO EOLXEV d El KA U kEYEV

 6 Eooe3EOTcctog aovilp OitL OV 4t6kooo4ov tpPOoTKEL Oil l.tLG TLvog no6E0g o6 -u wov nap
 IvLotL nartplOy EtLLt 0rpwaEwV7,V, KOLV & Toil0 6XovU K6ogou EpoaivtV ("For that most
 pious man was always ready to express the idea that it was fitting for a philosopher to
 attend to not just one city nor the ancestral customs among [just] some [peoples], but to be
 the hierophant of the whole universe in common").

 13. 0. Gurney and P. Hulin, The Sultantepe Tablets, vol. 2 (= Occasional publications of the
 British Institute of Archaeology at Ankara 7), London 1964, plates CCXLIV-CCXLVI and
 CCXLVIII.

 14. I have used the two surviving manuscripts, Escorial Arab. 939, ff. 16v-34, and Istanbul,
 Nuru Osmania 2800, ff. lv-13v. Concerning the history of the text see D. Pingree, From
 Astral Omens to Astrology, From Babylon to Bikaner (= Serie orientale Roma 78), Rome 1997,
 pp. 44-46.

 15. Escorial f. 29, Istanbul f. 11.
 16. Escorial f. 33, Istanbul f. 13.
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 Adharbayjan, but came to Harran, where he associated with a wise ascetic named
 liytis a.y.l.y.w.s'7 who taught him about the revolutions of the spheres with the earth
 as their center.

 Following this autobiography is the horoscope of a man born in Harran on 9
 April 232-the earliest datable horoscope in the text. This man and the subject of the
 next, undatable horoscope, died and were resurrected.18 Several folia earlier is a chap-
 ter on the astrological indicators of prophethood followed by the horoscope of a.y.l.y.w.s
 the wise; unfortunately, not enough positions of the superior planets are given for it to
 be datable.19

 Two tentative conclusions can be drawn from the information in Zaradusht's

 Kitab al-mawalid. The first is that one path by which Greek astrology was transmitted to

 Sasanian Iran was through Harran (we know from other sources that the astrological
 poem of Dorotheus and the 'AvOokoyLat [Anthologies] of Vettius Valens were trans-
 lated into Pahlavi in the third century, but we do not know where these translations
 were effected);20 and the second is that some Zoroastrians looked to HarrAn as the
 place in which their prophet received his first inspiration.21 This circumstance will
 perhaps assist in explaining the behavior of Khusr6 An6shirwan when, in 540, he took
 the ransom offered by the Christians of Edessa to save their city, but politely refused
 that profferred by the Harranians, "because most of them are not Christians, but are of
 the old faith (680~rTg tig nakatLa)."22 Tardieu thought that Khusro was honoring his
 commitment to support the independence of the philosophers;23 perhaps instead or as
 well he was showing his respect for the city which could claim to have fostered the
 prophet of his own faith.

 17. So written twice. This name perhaps represents Roman Aelius. The name is written later
 (Escorial f. 29v, Istanbul f. 11) a.l.y.w.s (with the diacritical). Al-BiraTni in his Kitib al-athafr al-
 btqiyah (Book of the Remaining Traces) (edited by J. Fiick, "Sechs Erganzungen zu Sachaus
 Ausgabe von al-Birinis 'Chronologie Orientalischer V61lker'," in J. Fuick [ed.], Documenta
 Islamica Inedita, Berlin 1952, pp. 69-98 [esp. p. 75]), quoting the Kitab al-Mawalid, writes
 a.l.y.w.s and, quoting the Hebrew, a.l.y.a.s (Elias), he repeats the statement from the Kitab
 al-mawalid on the next page with the same orthography. Ibn Khaldin, Muqaddimah (Intro-
 duction), translated by F. Rosenthal, 3 vols., London 1958, vol. 2, p. 216, mentions an astrologer

 a.l.y.w.s (Rosenthal transliterates the name Ulyfis) who was consulted by Khusr6 Abharvez
 (590-628). Note, moreover, that Iliytis is the Harranian transliteration of "HXLOg, the Sun.

 18. Escorial ff. 33-33v, Istnabul ff. 13-13v. These two horoscopes were copied from the Kitfab al-

 mawalid by cAli ibn Abi al-Rijal, Kitfib al-baric (Book of the Skilled) V 7, which is Fragment 094
 in J. Bidez and F. Cumont, Les mages hellknises, 2 vols., Paris 1938, vol. 2, pp. 238-240.

 19. Escorial f. 27v, Istanbul ff. 11-11v.

 20. Pingree, From Astral Omens to Astrology (above, n. 14), pp. 46-48.
 21. Al-Biruni, Kitab al-athar al-bfiqiyah, ed. C. E. Sachau, Leipzig 1923, p. 318, says that the

 Zoroastrians received their "laws" (nawamis) from the Sun-worshippers and the ancient
 Harranians.

 22. Procopius, De bellis I-IV (Bibliotheca scriptorum Graecorum et Romanorum Teubneriana),
 ed. J. Haury, Leipzig 1906, repr. (with "Addenda et Corrigenda" by G. Wirth), ibid. 1962, p.
 210.

 23. Tardieu, "Sabiens coraniques" (above, n. 6), p. 23.
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 IV. Ptolemy

 Astrology, of course, continued to flourish in Harran as in the rest of Syria, though
 we can name none of the local practitioners. As is shown by the abundant papyrus
 fragments from Egypt, in the third century A.D. and later the astronomy needed to
 compute planetary positions and other technical features of horoscopes was provided
 by the Handy Tables of Ptolemy. We know that the text of Theon's Great Commentary on
 the Handy Tables was being seriously studied at Apamea in 462-3, when several scholia
 bearing this place-name and date were written in the margin of the archetype of
 Vaticanus Graecus 190, which in turn is the archetype of all other copies of this text.24
 A possible echo of this activity is the occurrence of an example of determining the
 longitudinal distance of Apamea from Alexandria, which lies on the prime meridian of
 the Handy Tables, in the Preceptum Canonis Ptolomei, an explanation of the use of the
 Handy Tables to a large extent based on Theon's Little Commentary and composed at
 Rome in 534-5.25 Finally, one can point to the use of the Handy Tables by Severus
 Sebokht at Qenneshrin in 662.26 The Handy Tables were also in use in Iran for comput-
 ing horoscopes in 381.27 They must have been available at IHarran as well.
 But Simplicius had brought to Harran the theoretical astronomy of Ptolemy, the
 Almagest and the Planetary Hypotheses (including its important second book which is
 now lost in Greek), to both of which he refers in his commentary on the De Caelo.28 It
 appears that Simplicius taught in Harran advanced astronomy of the sort that Proclus
 and Ammonius had taught at Athens and Alexandria respectively; for the Harranians
 acquired an expert knowledge of the motions of the heavenly bodies and, in particu-
 lar, Ptolemy's theory, expressed in the second book of the Planetary Hypotheses, that the
 planets possess souls, and choose of their own free will to move in the patterns in the
 sky that we interpret by means of eccentrics, epicycles, and equants.29 It is clearly the

 24. J. Mogenet and A. Tihon, Le "Grand Commentaire" de Thdon d'Alexandrie aux Tables Faciles de
 Ptoledme. Livre I (= Studi e testi 315), Citta del Vaticano 1985, pp. 73-78. As in the case of
 some other Greek astronomical and astrological texts, Syria seems to have played an impor-
 tant role in the preservation of this work of Theon's.

 25. D. Pingree, Preceptum Canonis Ptolomei (= Corpus des astronomes byzantins 8), Louvain-la-
 Neuve 1997, para. 30 (pp. 50, 52) and para. 50 (p. 72).
 26. F. Nau, "La cosmographie au VIIe si&cle chez les syriens," Revue de l'orient chritien 15, 1910,
 pp. 225-254, esp. pp. 239-240 (on this computation see 0. Neugebauer, "Regula Philippi
 Arrhidaei," Isis 50, 1959, pp. 477-487) and 240.
 27. Dorotheus Sidonius, Carmen astrologicum, ed. D. Pingree, Leipzig 1976, III 1, 27-65; cf. D.
 Pingree, "The Greek Influence on Early Islamic Mathematical Astronomy," Journal of the
 American Oriental Society 93, 1973, pp. 32-43, esp. p. 35.
 28. References to the Almagest occur in Simplicius, In Aristotelis De caelo commentaria, ed. J. L.
 Heiberg, Berlin 1894, pp. 32, 411, 462, 474, 506, 539, and 542, to the Planetary Hypotheses, in
 ibid., p. 456 (cf. Claudius Ptolemaeus, Opera astronomica minora, ed J. L. Heiberg, Leipzig
 1907, p. 110).

 29. Ptolemy, Planetary Hypotheses II 7, in Opera astronomica minora (above, n. 28), pp. 119-120.
 For the attribution to the Harranians of the ultimately Platonic concept of the planets as
 living, ensouled gods, pure and uncorrupt intellects that are the mediators appointed by the
 Prime Creator to administer the world, see Ahlmad ibn al-Tayyib al-Sarakhsi (ca. 835-899)
 recording the description of the beliefs of the $abians written by al-Kindi (ca. 790-870) and
 preserved in the Kitfib al-fihrist (Book of the Bibliography) of al-Nadim (died 990), edited by R.
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 IHarranians to whom Jacob of Edessa was referring in the Hexaemeron that he was still
 working on at the time of his death in 708 where he criticizes the "heretics" who
 interpret the stations and retrogressions of the planets (these are the motions that the
 astronomers explain by means of epicycles) to mean that they are living, rational, and
 enjoying free will, with the result that they conclude that the planets are gods control-
 ling (our world).30 Traces of Simplicius' teaching seem to be preserved in the scholia
 on the Almagest found in the ninth-century Greek manuscript Vaticanus Graecus 1594,
 which I conjecture to have been compiled by a Nestorian in the early seventh century,
 perhaps in Nigibis, where Severus Sebokht, a Monophysite, apparently learned his
 Almagest at about the same time.31 Vaticanus Graecus 1594, like all of our Greek manu-
 scripts of the Planetary Hypotheses (it is, indeed, the archetype of them all), breaks off in
 the middle of the first book; the whole of the text, however, survived in Syria, perhaps
 in Harran, since in one of the two known manuscripts of the Arabic translation, Leiden
 Arab 1155, is the statement that the text was corrected by the Sabian, Thabit ibn Qurra.
 It is certain, in any case, that Thabit had studied this text, since he uses it extensively in

 his Risdla ft HIisab ru'yat al-ahilla (Epistle on Computing the Visibility of New Moons).32

 V. Euclid

 Simplicius also seems to have taught Euclid's Elements at Harran. Excerpts from
 his comments on book I have been preserved, in Arabic translation, in the commentary

 on Euclid written by Abti al-CAbbas al-Fadl al-Nayrizi in Baghdad in the late ninth
 century,33 which in turn was translated into Latin by Gherard of Cremona.34 In one
 fragment, Simplicius cites his sahib (associate, Eiatapog) named Aghanis;35 Tardieu rec-
 ognized this to be an Egyptian name, presumably borne by a member of the Harran
 Academy.36 AI-Nayrizi was also the author of a now lost commentary on the Almagest,
 the Tafsir kitdib al-Majisti, which was praised by some as the best ever written on that

 Tajaddod, 3rd ed., Tehran 1988, pp. 383-385; see also F. Rosenthal, Ahmad b. at-Tayyib as-
 Sarahsi, New Haven 1943, pp. 41-51.

 30. Iacobus Edessenus, Hexaemeron (= Corpus scriptorum Christianorum Orientalium 56), trans.
 by A. Vaschalde, Paris and Louvain 1928, repr. Louvain 1953, pp. 136-137; the persons he
 attacks are real astronomers able to predict planetary phenomena and to compute the sizes
 and distances of the stars and planets, and naming the latter with names significant in
 Harran: Saturn is Kewan (Pahlavi) or Cronos (Greek), Jupiter is Bel (Akkadian) or Zeus
 (Greek), and Venus is Belati (Syriac) or Aphrodite (Greek). Jacob even quotes with reluctant
 approval from the Egyptian Hermes Trismegistus (p. 125).

 31. D. Pingree, "The Teaching of the Almagest in Late Antiquity," Apeiron 27, 1994, pp. 75-98;
 for the traces of Simplicius in the scholia see pp. 90-91.

 32. Thsibit ibn Qurra. Oeuvres d'astronomie, ed. and trans. R. Morelon, Paris 1987, p. 104. He
 probably wrote this text rather late in his life since, according to al-Birini (Kitab al-atha~r al-
 bdqiyah, p. 243), he spent the last thirty years of his life working on the problem of the first
 and last visibilities of the stars.

 33. Codex Leidensis 399, I. Euclidis Elementa ex interpretatione al-Hadschdschadsch cum commentariis
 al-Narizii, ed. R. O. Besthorn and J. L. Heiberg, 3 parts, Copenhagen 1893-1932.

 34. Anaritius, In decem libros priores Elementorum Euclidis commentarii, ed. M. Curtze, Leipzig
 1899.

 35. Codex Leidensis, part i, pp. 118-130.
 36. I. Hadot, "La vie et l'oeuvre de Simplicius" (above, n. 7), p. 38.
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 work.37 It is unfortunate that one is not in a position to investigate whether or not he
 used Simplicius' supposed commentary on the same work in composing his Tafsir.

 VI. Aristotle

 Simplicius, according to the theory of Tardieu and Hadot, wrote his commentar-
 ies on Aristotle's De Caelo, Physica, Categoriae, Metaphysica, and De Anima in Harran.
 Al-Kindi, as cited by his student, al-Sarakhsi, names as the Aristotelian books relied on
 by the Sabians: the Physica, the De Caelo, the De Generatione et Corruptione, the
 Meteorologica, the De Anima, the De Sensu et Sensato, the Metaphysica, and the Analytica
 Posteriora (al-Kindi does not record the other Greek philosophical books used by the
 Sabians, such as many works of Plato and of the Neoplatonists). It should not be
 surprising that Simplicius had access to a complete library of such texts at Harran
 since he and Priscianus were able to cite so many. The Sabians before Thabit almost
 never translated Aristotle's works into either Syriac or Arabic, though they used them
 in composing their own treatises in those two languages. However, al-Nadim reports
 that the first book of Alexander of Aphrodisias' commentary on the Physica was trans-
 lated into Arabic by Abu Rawh the Sabian,38 but this was corrected by Yahya ibn cAdi
 (893-974), so that Abfi Rawh may well have worked after Thabit's death in 901 or after
 his commentary on part of Book I of the Physica.39 Al-Nadim also refers to a Syriac
 translation of Simplicius' commentary on the De Anima, of which there is an
 "Alexandrian" epitome in Arabic;40 nothing is said of who the translators were. Fi-
 nally, Thabit is said to have revised Ishaq ibn Hunayn's translation of Themistius'
 commentary on the Metaphysica.41 The Sabians, then, except for Thabit (and even he
 only marginally) seem to have contributed little directly to the translation of Aristotle
 or of his commentaries into Syriac or Arabic. But there were good libraries in Harran.
 Some of their books were used by non-Sabian translators; Hunayn, for instance, states

 that he found a copy of Galen's lcEp't T v iv TW FICkZ0Wvog TLtCtO k'p'tPLKcwg EtpiTEVWV
 (On the Medical Statements in Plato's Timaeus) at Harran.42 Hunayn's alleged connec-
 tions with some of the Hermetic, pseudo-Aristotelian literature will be discussed later
 (section XVII, pp. 30-31 below).

 VII. Sergius of Ra's al-cayn

 But Simplicius and his colleagues at Harran were not the only ones in the Jazirah
 interested in Neoplatonism and the exact sciences in the early sixth century. Sergius of

 37. F. Sezgin, Geschichte des arabischen Schrifttums, vol. 6, Leiden 1978, p. 192.
 38. Kitaib al-fihrist (above, n. 29), p. 310.
 39. Ibid, p. 311.
 40. Ibid, pp. 311-312. C. Genequand, "Platonism and Hermeticism in al-Kindi's Fi al-Nafs,"

 Zeitschrift fiir Geschichte der Arabisch-Islamischen Wissenschaften 4, 1987/88, pp. 1-18, argues
 on pp. 12-15 that certain passages in al-Kindi's On the Soul and in the works of al-MasCfidi
 (concerning whom see section XIV below, pp. 26-29) are derived from a common source
 that probably emanated from the Sabians of Harran.

 41. F. E. Peters, Aristoteles Arabus. The oriental translations and commentaries of the Aristotelian
 Corpus (ser. Monographs on Mediterranean antiquity), Leiden 1968, p. 52.

 42. G. Bergstriisser, Neue Materialien zu Hunain ibn Ishfiq's Galen-Bibliographie (= Abhandlungen
 fiir die Kunde des Morgenlandes XIX, 2), Leipzig 1932, pp. 11, 23, and 29.
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 Ra's al-cayn, a Monophysite with Nestorian and Orthodox connections, travelled to
 Alexandria in about 500 to study the interpretation of Greek texts; his interests lay in
 Aristotelian logic and Galenic medicine. He may have attended lectures at the
 Neoplatonic School while in Alexandria since his treatises on logic bear traces of the
 influence of the Alexandrian commentaries, in particular of Simplicius' and Damascius'
 teacher, Ammonius.43 Sergius and Simplicius might have met at Alexandria, but had
 little chance to do so at Ra's al-cayn; for Sergius was sent by Ephraem, Patriarch of
 Antioch from 527 to 545, to Constantinople to treat with Agapetus, the Roman Pope
 from 13 May 535.44 Sergius arrived at the Imperial capital on 20 February 536, and
 died there within two months, shortly before Agapetus. It is of interest to note that
 Agapetus and Cassiodorus were planning to start a Christian School in Rome, mod-
 elled on the School of Nisibis, in which Ptolemaic astronomy was to be taught, and
 that the latter refers to the beginning of the Preceptum Canonis Ptolomei in his
 Institutiones.45

 A translation of the Almagest has been attributed by some to Sergius; this attribu-
 tion has been shown by Kunitzsch to be totally unfounded.46 We do not know by
 whom or when the Syriac translation of the Almagest, that was known to Ibn al-Salah,
 and, perhaps, to al-Battani, was made.47 The Syriac version of chapter 28 of Paul of

 Alexandria's astrological Eoaaywyij (Introduction) was attributed to Sergius by E. Sachau
 simply because it appeared in a manuscript that also contained genuine works of
 Sergius;48 this translation has been denied to him by Hugonnard-Roche.49 But among
 the genuine translations by Sergius in that same manuscript is one of the pseudo-
 Aristotelian De Mundo, which was translated into Arabic by CIsa ibn Ibrahim al-Nafisi
 at the court in Aleppo of Sayf al-Dawla (944-967),50 and one of Alexander of Aphrodisias'
 Causes of the Universe.51

 VIII. Adoption of Neoplatonism

 Following the scholarly activity of Simplicius, which must have ended by 550,
 there is very little that can be recorded of the history of Harran and its pagans before

 43. H. Hugonnard-Roche, "Aux origines de 1'exeg'se orientale de la Logique d'Aristote: Sergius
 de ResCaina (t 536), medecin et philosophe," Journal Asiatique 277, 1989, 1-17, and idem,
 "Note sur Sergius de Re'caina, traducteur du grec en syriaque et cornmentateur d'Aristote,"
 in G. Endress and R. Kruk (eds.), The Ancient Tradition in Christian and Islamic Hellenism
 (above, n. 10), pp. 121-143, and the literature cited therein.

 44. J.-B. Chabot, Chronica Minora II, Louvain 1955, pp. 170-171.
 45. D. Pingree, "The Preceptum Canonis Ptolomei," in J. Hamesse and M. Fettori (eds.), Rencontres

 de cultures dans la philosophie mediivale (= Rencontres de philosophie medievale 1 = Publica-
 tions de l'Institut d'etudes medievales. Textes, etudes, congres 11), Louvain-la-Neuve and
 Cassino 1990, pp. 355-375.

 46. P. Kunitzsch, Der Almagest. Die Syntaxis mathematica des Claudius Ptolemdius in arab.-latein.
 Ulberlieferung, Wiesbaden 1974, pp. 65-66.

 47. Ibid, pp. 23-24, and idem, Ibn as-Salah. Zur Kritik der Koordinaten iberlieferung im Sternkatalog
 des Almagest (= Abhandlungen der Akademie der Wissenschaften in Gottingen, Philologisch-
 Historische Klasse, 3. Folge, 94), Gottingen 1975.

 48. E. Sachau, Inedita Syriaca, Halle 1870, pp. 125-126.
 49. H. Hugonnard-Roche, "Note sur Sergius de Re"caina" (above, n. 43), p. 129, n. 27.
 50. Ed. by P. de Lagarde, Analecta Syriaca, Leipzig 1858, pp. 134-158.
 51. H. Hugonnard-Roche, "Note sur Sergius de Rescaind" (above, n. 43), p. 126.
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 the establishment of the Umayyad Dynasty in 661. The Byzantine Emperor Maurice in
 about 590 ordered Stephen, the Bishop of Harran, to persecute the pagans resident
 there; those who would not convert to Christianity, including the governor, Acindynus,
 were slaughtered.52 Clearly many of the pagans escaped these persecutions, for it was
 they rather than the Christians who negotiated the surrender of the city to the Arab
 army commanded by CIyad ibn Ghanam in the winter of 639-40.53 In 657 the Caliph
 cAll asked for the Harranians' help against the forces of Mucawiya, but at the Battle of
 Siffin they fought against him; in retaliation he is said to have massacred most of the
 inhabitants of Harran.54 Under the Umayyads (661-750), however, the city seems to
 have prospered. Al-Nadim gives a list of fifteen leaders (ru'assi') of the Sabians of
 Harran, whose periods of leadership began in the year 1004 of Alexander (693-4), in
 the reign of the Caliph cAbd al-Malik ibn Marwan (684-705).55 Also stretching back to
 the same period is the genealogy of Thabit ibn Qurra, which extends seven genera-
 tions in Bar Hebraeus, eight in al-Nadim.56
 Before this time-perhaps before the Arab invasion-the pagans of Harran had
 adopted a religion that could be tolerated by Muslims. That their religion was highly
 syncretistic is shown by the two religious calendars ascribed to them by al-Nadim57
 and by al-Birini.58 Al-Nadim's account is taken from an autograph manuscript of Abfi
 Sacid Wahb ibn Ibrahim, whom the manuscripts of the Fihrist call a Christian (al-
 Nasrani); Hjairpe suggests that this may be a scribal error for ibn Tazadh."9 Wahb ibn
 Ibrahim ibn Tazadh is stated by al-Nadim in another passage of the Fihrist to have
 served as secretary to Abfi Jacfar ibn Shirzad, a wazir of the Caliph al-Mutic (946-974).60
 Wahb begins his calendar by reporting the names of the planets which the Sabians (as
 the Harranian pagans by then called themselves) use in referring to the days of the
 week.61 Three are Greek (Iliyuis ="HkLOg, Aris = Aprlg, and Qarnas = Kpovog), two are
 Akkadian (Sin is the Moon and Nabfi Mercury), and two Aramaic (Bal is Jupiter and
 Baltha/Balti Venus). The rituals mostly honor the planetary deities, though there is a
 feast of Ta-fiz (Tammfiz) in the month Tammfiz, and such deities as the Lord of Good
 Luck, cUzfiz, al-Ujurr, and "the North who is the greatest god" are also honored.

 52. See the Chronicle of Dionysius of Tel-Mahre reconstructed by A. Palmer, The Seventh Century
 in West Syrian Chronicles, Liverpool 1993, p. 114. S. Brock, "A Syriac Collection of Prophecies
 of the Pagan Philosophers," Orientalia Lovaniensia Periodica 14, 1983, pp. 203-246, surmises
 that this collection of sayings of Orpheus, Hermes, Sophocles, Plato, Pythagoras, and so on
 in support of Christian doctrines was sent to Harran by some Christian(s) as a gentler form
 of persuasion than Maurice's.

 53. Al-Baladhuri, Kitab futah al-buldfn (Book of the Conquests of Countries), Cairo 1959, pp. 188-
 189.

 54. Palmer, op. cit. (above, n. 52), p. 187.
 55. Kittib al-fihrist, p. 390.
 56. M. Tardieu, "La filiation ascendante de Tabit b. Qurra," in A. Hasnawi, A. Elamrani-Jamal,

 and M. Aouad (eds.), Perspectives arabes et mddievales sur la tradition scientifique et philosophique
 grecque (= Orientalia lovaniensia analecta 79), Leuven-Paris 1997, pp. 265-270.

 57. Kitdb al-fihrist, pp. 386-390.
 58. Kitab al-athfir al-baqiyah, pp. 318-322.
 59. J. Hjarpe, "The Holy Year of the Harranians," Orientalia Svecana 23-24, 1974-75, pp. 68-83,

 esp. p. 71.
 60. Abfi Sacid Wahb was known personally to al-Nadim; see Kitab al-fihrist, pp. 143-145.
 61. Kitib al-fihrist, p. 390.
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 However, the old Syrian and pre-Islamic Arabic divinities like Bacalshamzn, Bar Nemra,
 "my Lord with his Dog," and the goddesses Tarcatha and Gadlat whom Jacob of Sarug
 (died 521) accused them of worshipping62 are gone. The public rituals that Wahb
 describes, in any case, are quite different from the private rituals to the planets prac-
 tised by the Sabian magicians.

 Quite a different festal calendar is attributed to the Sabians by al-Bironi on the
 authority of AI-Zij al-kimil (The Complete Astronomical Tables), written by Muhammad
 ibn cAbd al-CAziz al-Hashimi in the first half of the tenth century. Again, the planetary
 gods-Venus, Mars, Jupiter (Bel of Harran), the Sun, Saturn (the Venerable Old Man),
 Mercury (Hermes), and the Moon-are prayed to; also worshipped are Tirratha and
 Tammfiza, and a host of others. However, it is clear from al-Birfini's remarks concern-

 ing the pre-Zoroastrian Magians, whom he connects with the sun-worshippers and the
 ancient people of Harran, and his desire to be in a position to discriminate between the
 Sabians, the Harranians, and the ancient Magians, that he regards al-Hashimi's calen-
 dar as not being purely Sabian.63

 We agree with al-Birtni. Harran had a very heterogeneous population practising
 many different religions. Those who called themselves Sabians gave their primary
 worship to the planets and the stars, though some pagans continued to honor the
 older Mesopotamian and Syrian deities. The diversity of belief in Harran is well de-
 scribed in the Chronicle of Zuqnin in its account of the tyrannical behavior of Mfisa ibn
 Muscab after he was appointed governor of the Jazira by al-Manfir in 772:64

 If this persecution, to which Christians, pagans, Jews, Samaritans, worship-
 pers of fire and Sun, Magians as well as Muslims, Harranians and
 Manichaeans were subjected together, had not been general, would gods or
 goddesses not have been extolled in this bitter persecution? But the matter
 concerned neither religion nor worship East or West. Terms such as "wor-
 shipping toward the South" or "worshipping towards [the] North" had
 become irrelevant ... Saint Basil said: "I did not see anyone who was led to
 prison or to tortures on account of his poverty." Let him come now and see
 the countless thousands and myriads of Arabs and Syrians, guilty or not
 guilty, poor and wealthy, all mixed together!

 Harranians were of many types. We are now interested in those whose intellectual
 leaders had listened to Simplicius' Neoplatonism, studied the Greek works of Plato,
 Aristotle, Ptolemy, Porphyry and Proclus, and adopted a Neoplatonic philosophy that
 seemed to explain the claimed efficacy of their magical practices.

 This is the theory that is summarily presented by al-Kindi as quoted by al-Sarakhsi,
 and, with regard to its application to the magical operations of the planets, in his De

 62. T. M. Green, op. cit. (above, n. 3), pp. 57-65. On the survival of paganism in Syria in general
 see H. J. W. Drijvers, Cults and Beliefs at Edessa (= Etudes preliminaires aux religions orientales
 dans l'Empire romain 82), Leiden 1980, and "The Persistence of Pagan Cults and Practices
 in Christian Syria," in N. G. Garsoian, T. F. Mathews, and R. W. Thomson (eds.), East of
 Byzantium: Syria and Armenia in the Formative Period (= Dumbarton Oaks Papers 36), Wash-
 ington, D.C. 1982, pp. 37-43.

 63. Kitfb al-athdr al-bdqiyah, pp. 318 and 321-322.
 64. The Chronicle of Zuqnin. Parts III and IV, trans. by A. Harrak, Toronto 1999, pp. 273-274.
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 radiis,65 and whose exposition is scattered throughout the Gh7yat al-hakim66 and re-
 flected in the books in which Aristotle is presented as instructing Alexander about the
 teaching of Hermes, the Sabian prophet.67 Al-Kindi states the Sabians' basic tenet thus:

 The world has a cause who has never ceased to be, who is one, not mani-
 fold, who cannot be described by means of attributes which apply to the
 things caused.68

 This One provides the Harranians with a claim to monotheism; at the end of his
 discussion al-Kindi recommends a book written by Hermes on the oneness of God.69
 Under the One, in the series of hypostases, are the planets, which, in accordance with
 Ptolemy's argument from their irregular motion (in Book II of the Planetary Hypotheses)
 referred to by Jacob of Edessa and mentioned above, are ensouled and endowed with
 free will:

 The movement of the heaven is conditioned by its free choice and intelli-
 gence.70

 These planets and the constellations are appointed by the One as the mediators who
 oversee the sublunar world:

 65. M.-T. d'Alverny and F. Hudry, "Al-Kindi De radiis," Archives d'histoire doctrinale et littiraire

 du moyen dge 41, 1974, pp. 139-260. The relation of al-Kindi's treatise to Sabian magic was
 noted by D. Pingree, "Some of the Sources of the Ghiyat al-hakim," Journal of the Warburg and
 Courtauld Institutes, 43, 1980, pp. 1-15, esp. pp. 4-5. P. Travaglia, Magic, Causality and Inten-
 tionality. The Doctrine of Rays in al-Kindi, Firenze 1999, pp. 43-48, while admitting al-Kindi's
 interest in Sabianism, attempts to exonerate him from a belief in the crude practises of the
 Harranian magicians. This certainly places al-Kindi in a more orthodox position as a Mus-
 lim: under this interpretation he presents a Sabian understanding of the application of
 Neoplatonism to magic, but one bereft of planetary gods, though not of a planetary influ-
 ence on matter that is naturally stimulated by images (talismans), prayers, and characters
 (magical alphabets). The theory is derived from the ideas expressed by Proclus in his IEp't

 Trg Ka' "'Ekalva( 'LEpavtKi;g t~XvrTg (On the Hieratic Art according to the Greeks), ed. by J.
 Bidez, Catalogue des manuscrits alchimiques grecs, vol. 6, Brussels 1926, pp. 139-151, esp. pp.
 150-151, in which the planets are gods.

 66. The Arabic text was edited by H. Ritter as Pseudo-Ma'rrtL. Das Ziel des Weisen (= Studien der
 Bibliothek Warburg 12), Leipzig 1933, and translated into German by H. Ritter and M.
 Plessner as "Picatrix". Das Ziel des Weisen von Pseudo-Magri.ti (= Studies of the Warburg
 Institute 27), London 1962. The medieval Latin translation was edited by D. Pingree, Picatrix.
 The Latin Version (= Studies of the Warburg Institute 39), London 1986. There also exist
 Hebrew, French, Italian, and partial Spanish and English translations of the Picatrix.

 67. For these several works in general see C. Burnett, "Arabic, Greek, and Latin Works on
 Astrological Magic Attributed to Aristotle," in J. Kraye, W. F. Ryan, and C. B. Schmitt (eds.),
 Pseudo-Aristotle in the Middle Ages, London 1986, pp. 84-90. See also idem, "Aristoteles/
 Hermes. Liber Antimaquis," in P. Lucentini (ed.), Hermetis Trismegisti Astrologica et Divinatoria
 (= Corpus Christianorum. Continuatio Mediaevalis 144C [Hermes Latinus 4,4]), Turnhout
 2001, pp. 175-221.

 68. F. Rosenthal, Ahmad b. at-Tayyib as-Sarahsi (above, n. 29), p. 42.
 69. Ibid., p. 51.
 70. Ibid., p. 43.
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 They offer sacrifices, slaughtering them in honor of the stars. Some of them
 say that it is a bad omen for the sacrifice to be offered in the name of the
 Creator; for, in their opinion, He undertook only the major task, leaving
 inferior matters to the mediators appointed by Him to administer the world.71

 It was presumably this Neoplatonic underpinning that justified the Muslim Umayyads
 in their tolerance of Harranian paganism in one of their major strongholds in Syria, the
 city which became their capital under their last Caliph, Marwan I (744-750).

 IX. Severus Sebokht

 The only serious writer on Ptolemaic astronomy in Syria was not a Harranian, but
 grew up in Nisibis in the decades around 600 and presumably had access there to the
 astronomy teacher whose scholia, influenced by Simplicius, adorn Vaticanus Graecus
 1594 (cf. section IV, pp. 13-14 above). Severus Sebokht, a Monophysite who may have
 left Nigibis in 612 when the writings of Henana, who was the director of the Nestorian
 school of Nigibis from 570 till 610, but who had Monophysite leanings, were anath-
 ematized by the orthodox Nestorians,72 became a monk and teacher at the Monastery
 of Qenneshre on the Euphrates about an equal distance to the West of Harran as Ra's
 al-CAyn is to the East. By 659 he had become the Bishop of Qenneshrin, South of
 Aleppo.73 A reflection of his time of teaching at QEnneshre may be his use as an
 example in computing the nodes of the Moon with Ptolemy's Handy Tables according
 to the instructions of Theon of a date in the year 359 of Diocletian (643-4),74 but his
 astronomical writings, including his letters to Basil, a priest on Cyprus, seem to have
 been composed at Qenneshrin-the treatise on the astrolabe, based, like Philoponus',
 on the lost work of Theon, before 660;75 a treatise on the constellations in 660;76 and on
 what day one should celebrate Easter in (the future) 665;77 of undetermined date are
 his pieces on eclipses and the horns of the Moon;78 and on geography (he refers to
 Ptolemy's Geography and Handy Tables).79 How much, if any, of his extensive knowl-
 edge of astronomical literature he owed to his neighbors in Harran is not known; but
 in one letter of 662 he expresses an idea that the Harranians, who claimed that their
 religion was the pre-Abrahamic faith of mankind, and who traced their knowledge
 back to the Babylonians, would certainly approve of:80

 71. Ibid., p. 45.
 72. Pingree, "The Teaching of the Almagest " (above, n. 31), pp. 94-95.
 73. Palmer, op. cit. (above, n. 52), p. 20.
 74. F. Nau, "La cosmographie" (above, n. 26), p. 240.
 75. F. Nau, Le traite sur l'astrolabe plan de Severe Sabokt, Paris 1899.

 76. F. Nau, "Le traite sur les 'constellations' ecrit en 661 (corrected to 660), par S&vbre Sebokt
 eveque de Qennesrin," Revue de I'orient chretien 27, 1929-30, pp. 327-410, and 28, 1931, pp.
 85-100.

 77. Ibid., p. 329.
 78. Ibid., pp. 335-337.
 79. Ibid., pp. 401-410 and 85-98.
 80. There is a complete edition of this letter with a German translation by E. Reich, "Ein Brief

 des Severus Sebokt," in M. Folkerts and R. Lorch (eds.), Sic itur ad astra. Studien zur Geschichte

 der Mathematik und Naturwissenschaften. Festschrift fiir den Arabisten Paul Kunitzsch zum 70.
 Geburtstag, Wiesbaden 2000, pp. 478-489.
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 Some believe that only the Greeks know how to make astronomical calcula-
 tions, but all the Greek writers acknowledge that the Babylonians, then the
 Egyptians, preceded the Greeks; but the Babylonians are the Syrians. .. I
 will not here speak first of the sciences of the Indians, who also are not
 Syrians, of their subtle inventions in the field of astronomy, which are more
 scientific than those of the Greeks and of the Babylonians, of their clever
 methods of calculation and of their number-system-I mean the one with
 nine symbols that overwhelms all words!

 He concludes that science is the common good of everyone, be he a Greek or a "bar-
 barian." A similar theme, which is manifest in the extreme eclecticism of the Ghtiyat al-
 hakim with regard to magic, was expressed with regard to astronomy by Stephanus the
 Philosopher, a pupil of Theophilus of Edessa (see section X hereafter), and by Abui
 Macshar (see section XIII, pp. 25-26 below), a student of al-Kindi who based his his-
 tory of science in part on Sabian ideas.81

 X. Theophilus of Edessa

 Theophilus, a Maronite from Edessa concerning whom I have written previously
 in this Journal,82 expressed his preference for the way of Harran over that of Edessa,
 for Aristotle, Plato, and mathematics over pious asceticism. In his early career he had
 translated into Syriac two books of Homer, Aristotle's Sophistici elenchi, and Galen's De
 methodo medendi, and wrote a history that ended with the victory of the cAbbasids.83
 Unlike Severus, who attacked astrology,84 Theophilus defended it as Christian and,
 after the cAbbasid triumph over the Umayyad friends of Harran, served the new
 Caliphs. He joined with the Persian astrologers-Masha'allah, Nawbakht, and cUmar
 ibn al-Farrukhan al-Tabari-at Baghdad, and there contributed to the creation of a
 new form of astrology that combined the Greek classics in the field-Dorotheus,
 Hephaestio, Julian of Laodicea, and Rhetorius-with Indian and Sasanian sources; and
 he studied Pahlavi astronomical works as well as Ptolemy.

 XI. cUmar ibn al-Farrukhan

 The Harranian syncretism in religion was directly revealed for the first time in the
 Arabic tradition of their private prayers to the planets produced, it appears, in about
 800 by Theophilus' associate at Baghdad, cUmar ibn al-Farrukhan al-Tabari. This sur-
 vives in a contaminated version in the Ghiyat al-hakfm,85 but in a more original form in

 81. D. Pingree, "Classical and Byzantine Astrology in Sassanian Persia," Dumbarton Oaks Papers
 43, 1989, pp. 227-239, esp. p. 227 and p. 239.

 82. D. Pingree, "From Alexandria to Baghdad to Byzantium. The Transmission of Astrology,"
 International Journal of the Classical Tradition 8 (2001/2002), pp. 3-37.

 83. For fragments of Theophilus' translation of the Sophistici elenchi as preserved in the Arabic
 translation by Yahya ibn cAdi see R. Walzer, Greek into Arabic, Oxford 1962, pp. 81-88. An
 outline of Theophilus' Chronicle can be found in R. G. Hoyland, Seeing Islam as Others Saw it,
 Princeton 1997, pp. 631-671.

 84. Nau, "Le traite sur les 'constellations"' (above, n. 76), pp. 371-374.
 85. Ghdiyat al-hakim (above, n. 66), pp. 195-197, 202-205, 211-212, and 216-222.
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 a medieval Latin translation.86 The magicians who utilize them are an elite group of
 astrologically and spiritually privileged individuals. In accordance with Greek astrol-
 ogy, the time for their recitation is restricted by the need for the planet addressed to be
 in a strong and effective astrological position-its exaltation, one of its domiciles, or
 one of its terms, triplicities, or decans; in accordance with Indian grahapijaa ("worship
 of the planets") the magician wears a costume appropriate in color and style to the
 planet, and sometimes as well ornaments made of the planet's metal or stone;s7 and, in
 accordance with ancient Babylonian practice, he burns a suffumigation whose con-
 stituents are prescribed differently for each planet.88 He prostrates himself and utters
 his prayer; in response an image--the non-material apparition of one of the planets'
 spirits-appears before him and answers his prayer. These prayers reveal three
 Neoplatonic levels of being; in descending order they are the Creator, the planets, and
 the planets' spirits. While there is no specific reference to the underlying theory, it is
 not difficult to see that the effective spirit is sent by its planet to the sublunar regions
 endowed with powers the planet has received from the Creator. At some point in the
 ninth century various additions were made to these prayers as recorded by al-Tabari.
 In the originals the planets were invoked with their Arabic names or with the word
 sayyid (dominus) modified by appropriate adjectives. In their expanded versions in the
 Ghiyat al-hakim, in the prayers for the Sun (omitted by al-Tabari), for Venus, and for
 Mercury (al-Tabari's ritual for the Moon is not included in the Ghdya), the planets are
 invoked with their names in Arabic, Pahlavi, Greek, "Roman", and Sanskrit;89 the
 multilingual names for Saturn, Jupiter, and Mars were inserted into their "second"
 rituals in the Ghfiya, and those for the Moon into its unique ritual. Moreover, into al-
 Tabari's recipes for the suffumigation of Jupiter is inserted a reference to a Musannaf
 al-hunafiT' (Book of the "Old Believers") as having authoritative versions of the rituals;90
 and suffumigations of the Sun and the Moon are attributed to the hunaffi'.91 Hunafa' are
 what the Harranian pagans claimed to be before they adopted the name Sabian;92 they
 pretended that they were practising an ancient universal religion of star and planet
 worship.

 XII. S.bians

 The story of how the Harranian hunafti' came to adopt the name Sabians and to
 declare Hermes to be their prophet is told by al-Nadim on the authority of a Christian

 86. D. Pingree, "Al-Tabari on the Prayers to the Planets," Bulletin d'itudes orientales 44, 1993, pp.
 105-117.

 87. For the relations of the Indian grahaputja- to Sabian prayers to the planets see Pingree, "Some
 of the Sources" (above, n. 4), p. 12 and "Indian Planetary Images and the Tradition of Astral
 Magic," Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 52, 1989, pp. 1-13, esp. pp. 3-6.

 88. See, e.g., E. Ebeling, Die akkadische Gebetsserie "Handerhebung" (= Deutsche Akademie der
 Wissenschaften zu Berlin, Institut fiir Orientforschung, Veroffentlichungen 20), Berlin 1953.

 89. A list of these names in Arabic and Latin is given in D. Pingree, "The Indian and Pseudo-
 Indian Passages in Greek and Latin Astronomical and Astrological Texts," Viator 7, 1976,
 pp. 141-195, esp. 178-179.

 90. Ghaiyat al-hakim, p. 205.
 91. Ghdyat al-hakim, pp. 216 and 224.
 92. Al-Birdni, Kitab al-athar al-baqiyah, p. 318.
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 named Abi Yfisuf Ishacal al-Qutiri;93 his Christianity has led some scholars to doubt
 his veracity, but the general outline of his story appears plausible. The time of the
 events is placed in the last campaign of al-Ma'mfin, on the return from which he died
 in 218 A.H. (833); this date is confirmed by al-Biruni, independent of the story about
 al-Ma'min, if, following Lippert,94 one emends his 228 to 218. Al-Birtini says that they
 adopted the name SAbian solely in order to be counted among the ahl al-dhimma, who
 are non-Muslims allowed to live in Muslim countries in safety in return for paying a
 special tax. Al-Quftii's story corroborates this; they were unable to answer al-Ma'mfin
 when he asked them who their prophet was; and, after they had denied that they were
 Christians, Jews, or Magians, the Caliph informed them that they must choose either
 Islam or one of the religions mentioned in the Qur'iin. They chose to call themselves
 Sabians, who are mentioned in the Qur'fin, and to claim Hermes, identified with Idris,
 as their prophet. Clearly, more was being expected of them than had been required
 previously. Al-Ma'mlin reveals the reason when he accuses them of being idolators,
 the "ashadb al-ra's" ("masters of the head"), who became notorious during the caliphate
 of his father, Harun al-Rashid (786-809).

 "The head" refers to a magical ceremony described by al-Nadim95 in which, each
 year when Mercury reaches its exaltation at Virgo 15", a man who resembles the
 astrological and talismanic image of that planet is kept in a pot filled with oil and
 borax until his joints become so relaxed that his head can be pulled up without break-
 ing his neck; the head then responds to questions put to it. While there is no proof that
 the Harranians actually practised this ritual, it is related to the "calling down" of one
 of Mercury's spirits to inhabit a talisman, and so to the ancient pagan practice of
 vivifying statues as well as to the principles of the astral magic of the Sabians. The
 ceremony, al-Nadim continues, is described in a book which the Harranians entitled
 the Kitab al-hunaffi' (al-hunafii' is an emendation of the text's meaningless al-hataft); this
 book is perhaps identical with the Musannaf al-hunafaf' which we noted previously
 (above p. 22) to have been mentioned in a Harranian prayer to Jupiter. In this book, al-
 Nadim reports, were described talismans, incantations, magical knots, images, suspen-
 sions, and suffumigations-all aspects of the magical arts of the Sabians as recorded in
 the Ghiiyat al-hakim. A similar ritual in which a man, having been imprisoned for a
 year, was beheaded and his head was used for divination by the "Manichaeans" of
 Harran in 764-5 is described in the Chronicle of Zuqnin.96 The Sabians themselves de-
 scribe yet another head ritual which they attribute to Barthim the Brahmana; in it, in
 imitation of the story of Isaac, a ram is substituted for the boy.97

 XIII. Hermes

 A theory of prophethood had to be developed by the Harranians once they had
 claimed a prophet. According to al-Kindi they declare that:

 93. Kitdb al-fihrist, p. 385.

 94. J. Lippert, "Abo Macsar's 'Kitab al-Ulof'," Wiener Zeitschrift fiir die Kunde des Morgenlandes 9,
 1895, pp. 351-358, esp. p. 358.

 95. Kitdb al-fihrist, p. 386.
 96. Chronicle of Zuqnin, pp. 202-204.
 97. Ghayat al-hakim, p. 228. A shortened version of this account is found in Ibn Khaldin's

 Muqaddimah, vol. 1, p. 221.
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 a prophet is free from blemishes of the soul and defects of the body. He is
 perfect in every laudable quality. He can answer every question.98

 This definition reminds one of the disputation between the "Sabians" and the "Hunafa'"
 (in this context the Hunafa' are pious men before Muhammad's revelation) repre-
 sented by al-Shahrastani (1086-1153) in his Kittb al-milal wa al-nihal (Book of Religions
 and Sects).99 In this dialogue the Sabians declare that a prophet is an angel, a pure
 celestial spirit, who becomes manifest on earth by entering into the form of a man
 whose soul is completely intellectual and whose body is free from corruption. Similar
 attributes are associated with a prophet in the Ghdyat al-hakim, where it is also stated
 that prediction, which clearly had immense importance for the Sabians, is an effect of
 the fifth element-that is, of the ether of the celestial spheres which is the substance of

 the planets and their spirits.1a No one, the text affirms, can be a prophet except those
 individuals in whom prophetic spirits are poured by the first dispenser of things, who
 is God.

 Undoubtedly connected with this theory of prophethood is the idea of the prophet's
 "Perfect Nature" (al-tabac al-tdmm) expounded in the Hermetic Kituib al-Istamfikhis as
 quoted in the Ghfya in the chapter immediately preceding that in which the text
 records the Harranian prayers to the planets.101 The adept sees his "Perfect Nature" in
 a dream (i.e., its apprehension is purely intellectual) in the form of a most handsome
 man, and it answers all his questions. In the Kitib al-Istamilkhis, of course, the dreamer
 is none other than Hermes, the prophet of the Sabians.

 The Sabians, who dwell in this elemental world of change, must strive to escape
 from it by worshipping the mediators, the planets, and by following the ethical in-
 structions of their prophet, Hermes, so as to rise through the celestial spheres to union
 with the One. In this Neoplatonic universe the planets and the constellations are not
 only ensouled; they also, as Ptolemy and al-Kindi say, enjoy the exercise of free will.
 Since they have this power and discretion in their use of it, it is not unnatural for
 magicians to attempt to persuade them to use it to carry out their mundane desires.
 One method for achieving this is to call down the divine planetary spirits so that they
 descend into a talisman and endow it with supernatural powers.

 The Sabians certainly exploited this possibility. Their most famous adherent, the
 oft mentioned Thabit ibn Qurra, wrote a book on the making and use of talismans, the
 Maqala ft al-tilasmtt (Treatise on Talismans), of which part of the first sentence is quoted
 in the Ghiryat al-hakim.102 The full meaning of that sentence can be recovered from the
 Latin translation by John of Seville:103

 98. Rosenthal, Ah.mad b. at-Tayyib as-Sarahsi, p. 47.

 99. Al-Shahrastani, Kitfib al-milal wa al-nihal, ed. M. S. Kilani, 2 vols., Cairo 1961, vol. 2, pp. 5-
 44. On this dialogue and on the influence of Sabiansim on the Ikhwan al-safa' (Brothers of
 Purity), that is, on the Ismacilis, see H. Corbin, "Rituel sabeen et exegese ismaelienne du
 rituel," Eranos Jahrbuch 19, 1950, pp. 181-246, and Y. Marquot, "Sab ens et Ihwan al-Safa',"
 Studia Islamica 24, 1966, pp. 35-80, and 25, 1966, pp. 77-109.

 100. Ghdyat al-hakim, pp. 84-85.
 101. [bid., pp. 187-190.
 102. Ibid., p. 37.
 103. The De imaginibus, poorly ed. by F. J. Carmody, The Astronomical Works of Thabit b. Qurra,

 Berkeley and Los Angeles 1960, pp. 167-197. Another and earlier Latin translation, entitled
 Liber prestigiorum, was made by Adelard of Bath; see C. Burnett in C. Burnett (ed.), Adelard
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 Aristotle says: Whoever should read philosophy, geometry, and every (other
 science) and should be bereft of astrology (astronomia) will be impeded or
 pre-occupied since the science of talismans is more precious than geometry
 and higher than philosophy.

 The Ghfiya also informs us that the Sabians' prophet, Hermes, describes talismans in
 his Kitfib al-Hiditas;'04 elsewhere in the Ghfiya it is said that the first Hermes in the time

 of Bfudashir5os set up 85 magical images (that is, talismans) at the source of the Nile in
 order to ensure the continuous flow of its waters.
 This reference to the first Hermes in the time of Buidashir'06 reminds us of the fact

 that the Harranians were well aware that Hermes was first and foremost an Egyptian
 figure. The first Hermes was Hurmus Buidashirdi whose alchemical Risiflat al-sirr (Let-
 ter [on] the Secret) is said to have been discovered, written on a tablet of gold, in the
 tomb of an Egyptian princess of Akhmim (Hermopolis) while al-Ma'mfin was in Egypt
 in 832.107

 There is another, more wide-spread legend, in which the stories of three Hermes
 are told; this is part of the mythical history of science concocted from Persian and
 Sabian sources by AbO Macshar of Balkh (787-886), a student of al-Kindi, probably in
 the 840s or 850s.108 The first Hermes in AbO Macshar's account is identical not only
 with the Qur'anic Idris and the Biblical Enoch, but also with the Avestan Haosyarlha,
 known in Arabic as Hushank, thus commingling pre-Islamic, pre-Judaic, and pre-
 Zoroastrian traditions. To consummate his universality he lived in Egypt before the
 Flood, and in the first year of Hishank's successor, Tahmfrath, the Bodhisattva,
 Buidhasaf, fled from Babylon to India, where he taught Sabianism, here conceived of as
 the first revealed religion (Hermes is its prophet), the religion of the hunafi*', antedat-
 ing Abraham (who brought hanafd' to Harran), Zoroaster (whose ministry was in-
 spired by his visit to Harran as related in his autobiography included in his Kitdib al-
 mawalid), the Buddha (a Bodhisattva is one who is on the way to become a Buddha),
 and Muhammad (by antedating Abraham it also antedates Christ). The second Hermes
 lived in Babylon after the Flood and before Nabonassar, thereby including Mesopotamia
 in the religion of Sabianism. He taught, or was a pupil of, Pythagoras, who adds
 Classical Greece. The third Hermes lived in Egypt, and had links with both Greece and
 the Roman Empire. It is not so stated, but he must be the one who taught Aristotle. As
 I have shown elsewhere, some elements of this story had antecedents in early cAbbasid

 of Bath. An English scientist and Arabist of the early twelfth century (= Warburg Institute
 surveys and texts 14), London 1987, p. 173. Thabit is also said to have commented on a
 magical Kitab kanz al-asrar wa dhakha'ir al-abrir (Book of the Treasure of Secrets and Provisions
 for the Pious) attributed to Hermes; see M. Ullmann, Die Natur- und Geheimwissenschaften im
 Islam (= Handbuch der Orientalistik. Abt. 1: Der Nahe und der Mittlere Osten.

 Erginzungsband 6, Abschnitt 2), Leiden 1972, p. 375. There is a manuscript in the Princeton
 University Library.

 104. Ghfiyat al-hakim, p. 113.

 105. Ibid., pp. 311-312.
 106. For the legends linking Hermes and Budashir see I. Vereno, Studien zum riltesten alchimisti-

 schen Schrifttum (= Islamkundliche Untersuchungen 155), Berlin 1992, pp. 241-246.
 107. Ibid., pp. 136-137 and 183; for the identity of Akhmim and Hermopolis see pp. 253-256.
 108. D. Pingree, The Thousands of AbM Macshar, London 1968, pp. 14-18.
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 histories of the transmission of learning,1'9 but Abo Macshar seems to have been the
 one to have devised this elaborate version.

 XIV. Abil Macshar and al-Mascildi

 Abui Macshar's interest in Sabianism is known from other sources, including al-
 Biruini's reference to his Kiti~b ft buyatt al-cib~idat (Book on Houses of Worship), in which he
 described the (geometric) forms of the temples of the Sabians (by which he presum-
 ably meant all the hunaff~') including those of Harran.110 A long section of al-Mascudi's
 Mur-ij al-dhahab (Fields of Gold), II 63-68, is similarly devoted to descriptions of temples
 and their gods."1 He begins with the most primitive idea of an embodied God among
 the people of India, China, and other countries. After many centuries a wise man
 taught that

 of all visible bodies the spheres and the stars are the closest to Allah; that
 they are living and rational; that the angels mediate between Allah and
 them; and that everything that happens in this world is in the measure of
 what is caused by the stars from the command of Allah.112

 This sounds very Harranian. Al-Masctidi then describes the seven temples of the seven
 planets:113 the Kacbah at Mecca, a temple at Ifahan, the temple Mandfisan in India,
 and the Nawbihar (Navavihara) at Balkh, whose grand priests were the Barmacides.
 On the door of this last temple was a Persian inscription:

 Bladasaf says: 'at the court of kings three qualities are needed: intelligence,
 patience, and wealth.'

 Below this is written in Arabic:

 Bidasaf is a liar. It is obligatory for a free-born man, if he has one of these
 three qualities, not to attend the door of the Sultan.

 The fifth temple was that of Venus at Sanaca, which was in ruins in A.H. 332 (943-4
 A.D.); the sixth was Kafisan at Farghanah, a temple of the Sun; and the seventh, at the
 furthest region of China, was dedicated to the First Cause. Much of this material fits in
 well with Abi Macshar's version of history.

 The short chapter on the Greek temples"14 mentions one at Antioch whose foun-

 dation the Sabians attribute to Asclepius. Al-MasCidi recounts that Thabit ibn Qurra,
 when he met the Caliph al-MuCtadid (892-902) in A.H. 289/902 A.D. to request his
 servant WaSif, visited this temple, praised it, and recorded its importance. The chro-

 109. Ibid., pp. 5-6 and 9-10.
 110. Kita~b al-athir al-baqiyah, p. 205.
 111. Kitab muruj al-dhahab, ed. M. cAbd al-Hamid, 4 vols., 2nd ed., Cairo 1948, vol. 2, pp. 236-

 264. Concerning Abo Macshar, al-Mascidi, and al-BirlnI on the Sabians see also C.
 Genequand, "Idolatrie, astrolatrie et sabdisme," Studia Islamica 89, 1999, pp. 109-128.

 112. Kitab murij al-dhahab, p. 236.
 113. Ibid., pp. 238-242.
 114. Ibid., p 243.
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 nology of this story is clearly impossible since Thabit died in 901, but can be restored
 to plausibility by emending the unit number t.s.c (nine) to s.b.c (seven). In no case,
 however, can this reference to a Sabian of IHarran be connected with Abti Macshar,
 who died in 886; rather, it appears that al-Mascudi read a treatise by Thabit himself in
 which he described this ancient Greek temple at Antioch.
 Chapter 67 is devoted to the Sabian temples at Harran,1'5 including those dedi-
 cated to the First Cause (like the one in China mentioned above), and to Reason (al-
 caql); there follow three devoted respectively to the Chain (of Being) (al-silsilah), to
 Form (al-suirah), and to the Soul (al-nafs), all of which are appropriately circular; and
 then an hexagonal temple of Saturn, a triangular temple of Jupiter, an oblong temple
 of Mars, a square temple of the Sun, a triangular temple of Mercury, a triangular
 temple of Venus on an oblong base, and an octagonal temple of the Moon. In A.H.
 332/943-4 A.D., when al-Mascfidi visited Harran, none of their temples still existed
 save for one near the Raqqah Gate called Maghalitiya (interpreted by Margoliouth"6
 as MEydcl OEd ["Great Goddess"]). While such geometrical temples very likely never
 existed,117 they are described with much more detail by al-Dimashqi;1s he includes the
 images of the malefic planets, Saturn and Mars, and some of the rituals employed.119
 Al-Mascfidi alludes to a treatise on the rituals of the Sabians of Harran composed by a
 Harranian Christian named al-Harith ibn Sunbat and a long poem (qasidah) on the
 beliefs of the Sabians written by a qildi of Harran, Ibn cAyshon;120 unfortunately, noth-
 ing more is known of either of these works except for al-Mascadi's description, follow-
 ing Ibn cAyshfin, of the introduction of the Harranians' children to their talking idols
 in a subterranean chamber.

 There follows in al-Mascfidi's account the story that is the basis for much that
 Tardieu wrote about the Sabians.121 Al-Masctudi was shown on the knocker on the
 door of the meeting-place of the Sabians two inscriptions, identified as quotations
 from Plato, in Syriac which his guide, Malik ibn cUqbin, and some others interpreted
 for him:

 He who knows himself becomes a god,

 and

 115. Ibid., pp. 247-251.
 116. D. S. Margoliouth, "Harranians," in J. Hastings (ed.), Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics,

 vol. 6, New York 1914, pp. 519-520, esp. p. 520.
 117. The identification made by J. B Segal, "Pagan Syriac Monuments in the Vilayet of Urfa,"

 Anatolian Studies 3, 1953, pp. 97-119, was shown to be incorrect by H. Drijvers, Cults and
 Beliefs at Edessa (above, n. 62), pp. 122-145; see also T. M. Green, op. cit. (above, n. 3), pp.
 65-72.

 118. Nukhbat al-dahr (The Cream of Time), ed. A. Mehran, repr. Leipzig 1923, pp. 39-44.
 119. Pingree, "Indian Planetary Images" (above, n. 87), pp. 9-10. The Sindan in India to which

 al-Dimashqi, p. 40, says that the Sabians travel in order to worship at a temple of Saturn (is
 this Pitamaha, the grandfather, an epithet of Brahma?) has been identified by G. R. Tibbetts,
 Arab Navigation in the Indian Ocean before the Coming of the Portuguese (= Oriental Translation
 Fund new ser. 42), London 1971, p. 452, as the port North of Bombay between Daman and
 Dahnu below Jabal Sindan, a hill dubbed by the British the Highlands of St. John.

 120. Kitfib muruj al-dhahab, pp. 247-248.
 121. Ibid., pp. 248-249.
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 Man is a celestial plant. What indicates this is that he is like an inverted tree
 whose root(s) are in heaven and whose branches (enter) the earth.

 Compare Plato (?), Alcibiades I 133c:

 aLU ELg TOUTO XE7OV KctL RtEV TO EiLOV YVOl'g, gE6V TE KCLt 4povrlov, oaow
 KdtL CWUTOV v yvotl LaXikLoaa ("someone looking at this and knowing the
 entire divine, both god and intellect, would in this way especially know
 himself");

 and Plato, Timaeus 90a:

 TofTo 08 6il CagyLEV O'LKEIV EV T[WV t c'C CKP T ) ( T LCaTL, 3tp0o & 8flv EV
 oipav ovGYVyyvELay d6,o yrijtag TiLMg PELVY 6vTaotg vUTOV OUK iaYYELOV dcXXL
 oUpavtLOv, o6pO6ara OVTE" CKEiOEV ydp, 0 EV i mp3TIJTn Tjg 1.PXfig YEVFot,
 Eiv, TOELov - flyV KEClKhXiv KWa L lat1v p dVcxKPELCEWVVvY pOo nTMv rTO

 cJ6, a ("that which, speaking most correctly, we say dwells in the topmost
 [part of] our body, but raises us from the earth to kinship in heaven as if we
 are a plant, not earthly but heavenly; for from that place whence was the
 first birth of our soul the divine, suspending our head and our root, sets
 upright our whole body").

 Tardieu and Hadot conclude'" from al-Mascfdi's apparent distinction between
 Platonic philosophers and other Sabians, repeated in his Kitiib al-tanbih (Book of Infor-
 mation),123 that Sabianism was divided into two factions consisting of charlatan magi-
 cians on the one hand and rational Platonists on the other; the latter group, of whom
 Thabit ibn Qurra was the chief example, were represented after him by Malik ibn
 cUqboTn and his friends whom al-Mascfidi met at Harran in 943--4. I suspect strongly
 that the division is represented too starkly by Tardieu. In any religious sect there will
 exist a diversity of opinions and of emphases among the believers, but despite such
 normal differences the theurgists and Thabit both thought that they both were follow-
 ing the same religion. In both the Kittib muriaj al-dhahab and the Kitib al-tanbih al-
 Mascidi recommends a book dealing with Sabianism written by Abo Bakr Muhammad
 ibn Zakariya al-Razi (865-925), which has been identified as his Kitihb cilm al-ilfhi (Book
 on Theology),124 which is also mentioned in the Ghaiyat al-hakim.125

 The last chapter in this series, numbered 68,126 describes various Zoroastrian fire
 temples. Towards the middle of this chapter al-Mascfdi writes of Abu- Macshar, who,

 122. Tardieu, "Sabiens coraniques" (above, n. 6), pp. 13-19, and Hadot, "La vie et l'oeuvre de
 Simplicius" (above, n. 7), pp. 11-14.

 123. Kitab al-tanbih, ed. M. de Goeje, repr. Bayrut 1965, pp. 161-162.
 124. The fragments of this work are collected by P. Kraus, Rasd'il falsafiyah li-Abi Bakr Mutlammad

 ibn Zakariyai' al-Rizi (Abi Bakr Mohammadi filii Zachariae raghensis [Razisl Opera philosophica,
 fragmentaque quae supersunt) (= Jamicat Fucad al-Awwal, Kulliyat al-Adab 22), Cairo 1939,
 pp. 165-190; the two fragments from al-Mascfidi are nos. 11 (Kitib al-tanbih) and 12 (Murlij
 al-dhahab), pp. 187-189.

 125. Ghdlyat al-hakim, p. 206 = fragment 10 Kraus, pp. 186-187.
 126. Kitiib muraj al-dhahab, pp. 252-264.
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 he says, described the temples and great monuments constructed all over the world in
 each millennium in his book entitled Kitab al-ulif (Book of the Thousands).127 This work
 dealt with Abii Macshar's legendary history of science and with the astronomical
 theories that he attributed to the ancient Persians; clearly al-Mascidi, who refers also
 to Al-muntakhab min Kitt~b al-ulfif (Selections from the Book of the Thousands) by Abfi
 Macshar's pupil, Ibn al-Mazyar (Ibn al-Bazyar), bears witness to the fact that the sub-
 ject-matter of Abi Macshar's Kitfib al-ulhf to some extent overlapped that of his Kitafb ft

 buyut al-cibadift. I suspect that much of this section of the Kitab murijj al-dhahab discuss-
 ing temples was derived by al-Mascfidi, directly or indirectly, from these two works of
 Abtf Macshar.

 XV. The Astrolabe

 Like the Neoplatonists whose philosophical ideas formed the basis of their cos-
 mogony and cosmology, the Sabians, as we have implied by emphasizing their appar-
 ent influence on Severus Sebokht and Theophilus of Edessa, were intensely interested
 in astronomy and astrology. One manifestation of this was their role in developing the
 astrolabe in the early cAbbasid period. Al-Nadim mentions a Patricius named Apion
 who wrote a treatise on the astrolabe at about the time of the rise of Islam.28 Though
 Apion is an Egyptian name, we know of an Apion at Amida in the Jazirah129 whose
 son, Ephraem, was comes orientis from 522-3 and, though a lay person, was pressured
 by the state to become Patriarch of Antioch in 527; he continued in this post till 545.130 I
 would suggest that the author of the treatise on the astrolabe was a later member of
 this well-placed family. Presumably he wrote in Greek, as did Ephraem;131 his treatise
 was translated into Arabic by Thabit ibn Qurra.132 The likelihood that Apion wrote in
 Greek rather than Syriac is increased by the fact that Severus Sebokht felt that a Syriac
 astrolabe text would be useful, and provided one, based on Theon of Alexandria,
 shortly before 660. According to al-Nadim, after Apion astrolabes came to be made in
 Harran. He names a number of members of a school of astrolabists beginning with Ibn
 Khalaf (read Ibn Khalid) al-Marwarruidhi who, despite his name, by implication learned
 the art of making astrolabes at Harran;133 he made an armillary sphere for al-Ma'moin,
 probably in 830-31.134 His pupil was a Harranian named cAll ibn clsa; several genera-
 tions of astrolabists follow, many of them Harranians, ending with a lady astrolabist,
 al-cljliyah, who worked for the then ruler of Syria (945-967), Sayf al-Dawlah, whose
 capital was Aleppo.

 127. Ibid., pp. 260-61.
 128. Kita-b al-fihrist, p. 330.
 129. The Chronicle of Zuqnin, pp. 64 and 113.

 130. G. Downey, A History of Antioch in Syria, Princeton 1961, pp. 519 and 526-27.
 131. Photius. Bibliotheque, ed. and trans. R. Henry, vol. 4, Paris 1965, pp. 114-174 (cod. 228-229).
 132. D. King, "The Origin of the Astrolabe According to the Medieval Islamic Sources," Journal

 for Ithe History of Arabic Science 5, 1981, pp. 43-83, esp. pp. 49-50.
 133. Kitaib al-fihrist, pp. 342-343.

 134. A. Sayili, The Observatory in Islam (= Publications of the Turkish Historical Society. Series
 VII, 38), Ankara 1960, p. 72 identifies this instrument with one used in the observations
 made at al-Ma ' mun's Shammasiya Observatory in 828-30, but I would guess that it is more
 likely to have been the one used at QAsiyOn in 831 (ibid., p. 57).
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 XVI. Thfibit ibn Qurra and al-Battini

 But the outstanding Hjarranian scholars in astronomy (curiously, while Abfi
 Macshar wrote on Harranian astrology and quotes profusely from the Sabian prophets,
 Hermes and Agathodemon, on the subject, just as they produced no writers on
 Neoplatonism whose names are known, so they produced no famous astrologers) in
 the ninth century were just the often mentioned Thabit ibn Qurra and Muhammad ibn
 Jabir al-Battani.

 Thabit was born in 836 in Harran, where he became a money changer; his talent
 was recognised by Muhammad ibn MuOsa ibn Shakir, who brought him to Baghdad
 and supported him while he carried on his impressive work of translation from Greek
 and Syriac and correction of others' translations, and his highly original investigations
 into astronomy and mathematics, as well as writing works on logic, medicine, music,
 and philosophy. He was certainly one of those most responsible for the remarkable
 advances in Ptolemaic astronomy and in Euclidean, Apollonian, and Archimedean
 mathematics achieved by scientists writing in Arabic in the ninth and later centuries.
 Bar Hebraeus states that he wrote about 150 works in Arabic and 16 in Syriac135 (on
 one of these latter we will remark later [below, pp. 34-35]). An incomplete list of the
 Greek books in whose translation he was involved and of his independent works
 explaining points in Greek philosophy and science was assembled by Chwolsohn.136
 His descendents, his many students, and their students carried on the tradition of his
 work in Baghdad into the late eleventh century.137

 Al-Battani138 was born in Raqqah, whither his family had moved from Harran; his
 father, Jabir ibn Sinan al-Harrani, was one of the astrolabists mentioned by al-Nadim
 as apprentices of cAli ibn cIsa's pupils. Al-Battani's name and his writings indicate that
 he had become a Muslim, though he retained his nisba, al-Sabi' (the Sabian). He made
 astronomical observations between A.H. 264/877-8 A.D. and A.H. 258 (900-1 A.D.),

 which enabled him to correct many parameters in Ptolemy. In the early tenth century

 he published his famous Al-Zij al-S.bi' (The Sfibian Astronomical Tables); he died in 929. Thus neither of these brilliant Sabian scientists was typical; one worked for a
 powerful patron in Baghdad while the other had become a Muslim. Yet both owed
 their dedication to the astral sciences of the Ptolemaic school to their Harranian back-

 grounds.

 XVII. Pseudo-Aristotle

 But the "scientific" texts more characteristic of the Sabians were those they appar-
 ently composed to convey the revelations of their prophets Agathodemon and Hermes-
 especially the latter.139 These books are listed under alchemy by al-Nadim, who says

 135. The Chronography of Gregory Abu'l Faraj, edited and translated by E. A. Wallis Budge, 2
 vols., London 1932, vol. 1, pp. 152-153. Ibn al-Qiffi, Kitsib ta'rikh al-hukam"i' (above, n. 11),
 pp. 115-122, provides a long list of Thabit's works.

 136. Chwolsohn, op cit. (above, n. 3), vol. 1, pp. 553-565.
 137. Sketches of their careers are given ibid., vol. 1, pp. 565-610.
 138. C. A. Nallino, Al-BattfnT sive Albatenii Opus Astronomicum, 3 vols. (= Pubblicazioni del

 Reale osservatorio di Brera in Milano 40, pte. 1-3), Milan 1899-1907, vol. 1, pp. vii-lx.
 139. See n. 67 above.
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 that the founder of alchemy is the Hermes of Babylon who moved to Egypt and

 became king there-the Hermes of Ibn Nawbakht's Kitab al-nahma.tan (the meaning of
 this title is not known, nor are the meanings of the titles of the following Hermetic
 books).140 Among the books that al-Nadim ascribes to this Hermes are the Kitfib al-
 Harit~s, the Kitiib al-Malat is, the Kithb al-Istamifkhis and the Kit ib al-Sulima~tis.141 Hermes'

 books on magic according to al-Nadim include the Kitab al-Hifri.ts,142 which was also
 listed among the 22 alchemical works. There are five books expounding the doctrines
 and rituals of the Sabians that are cited and often copied in the Ghayat al-hakim: the
 Kitfib al-Hifdittis (= the Kitfib al-H~ritu~s) on pp. 113, 270, and 272; the Kitfib al-Istamfikhis
 on pp. 187 and 242; the Kitib al-Istamiftis (= Kitib al-Sulimditis?) on pp. 189-90, 233, 242,

 and 246; the Kittib al-Mal.tits (= Kitdb al-Maditis) on p. 248; and the Kitfb al-Ist.tTis (=
 Kiteib al-Ustfiwatfis or Kittib al-Ustuwwatats) on p. 247. The Kituib al-Ustuuwa.tds is also
 known as the Kitib cilal al-ruhaniyydt (Book of the Causes of the Spirits); its author claims

 that it was translated from Greek into Arabic by Hunayn ibn Ishlq (809-873). H.unayn, however, the foremost translator of Greek scientific texts into Syriac and Arabic, was a
 Nestorian Christian and most unlikely to have been involved in astral magic. If the
 claimed association of Hunayn with this and other Sabian works is false, then the
 attributions were most probably made after his death, that is, towards the end of the
 ninth century. This date would not be objectionable for most of these magical Her-
 metic works (some of the astrological treatises attributed to Hermes and Agathodemon
 were known to Abfi Macshar, and must have been composed earlier in the ninth
 century). The one possible exception is the Kitdb al-Istamaitis, which was used by the
 author of the Kitiib sirr al-khaliqa (Book of the Secret of Creation), falsely ascribed to
 Balinfis (Apollonius of Tyana143). U. Weisser, the editor of this book, claimed that it
 was probably an Arabic translation of a sixth-century Greek original, which would
 mean that the Kita'b al-Istamiftis is an Arabic translation of an even earlier Greek or

 Syriac original.44 F. W. Zimmermann, in his review of Weisser's work, however,
 tentatively suggests that the date of the Kit ib sirr al-khaliqa is not later than the middle

 of the ninth century, but concedes that a final determination must await the dating of
 the Kitfib al-Istamitis.145 It is appealing to think that the five Hermetic treatises dis-
 guised as letters from Aristotle to Alexander were forged by a Sabian after that sect
 had declared Hermes to be its prophet in 833; but, of course, they could have forged
 some of them before that date and still attributed their doctrines to Hermes. The

 contents and circumstances of composition of these treatises are in need of a compre-
 hensive investigation.

 140. Kitab al-fihrist, pp. 417-418.

 141. Ibid., p. 418; see also M. Ullmann, Die Natur- und Geheimwissenschaften im Islam (above, n.
 103), pp. 374-375.

 142. Ibid., p. 373.
 143. Buch iiber das Geheimnis der Schdpfung und die Darstellung der Natur (Buch der Ursachen) von

 Pseudo-Apollonios von Tyana (= Sources and Studies in the History of Arabic-Islamic
 Science. Natural Sciences Series 1), ed. U. Weisser, Aleppo 1979.

 144. U. Weisser, Das "Buch fiber das Geheimnis der Sch6pfung" von Pseudo-Apollonios von Tyana (=
 Ars medica, 3. Abteilung, Arabische Medizin 2), Berlin 1980, p. 53.

 145. Medical History 25, 1981, pp. 439-440, esp p. 440.
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 XVIII. Pseudo-Plato

 The apparently unique manuscript of the Kitt~b al-Ustuwwa.tPs is the Arabic manu-
 script 2577 in the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris. At the end of the manuscript, on
 folios 104-105, are fragments of the magical Kittib al-nawrimis (Book of Laws) that is
 ascribed to Plato and is also alleged to have been translated into Arabic by Hunayn ibn
 Ishaq. Since this curious work, which is Sabian in origin, was cited by pseudo-Jabir ibn
 Hayyan in the early tenth century, it was composed toward the end of the ninth.146

 The word "nawamis" in the title means in Arabic not only "laws" (the meaning
 that makes it sound like a genuine work of Plato, the Nomoi), but also "secrets." This is
 an ambiguous word employed by Sabian authors to conceal the true nature of their
 books; for instance, one of the works of Thabit ibn Qurra written in Syriac that Bar
 Hebraeus was able to inspect was entitled: The Book of the Secrets [namiisia] of Hermes
 and the Prayers with which the Old Believers Pray. Ibn al-Qifti, who wrote his Kitfib ta'rikh

 al-hukamdi (Book of the History of the Learned) in about 1240, claims that this Syriac
 treatise was translated into Arabic by Thabit's son, Sinan, as the Kithb ft nawamis hurmus

 wa al-suwar wa al-salawfit allati yusldi bi-hM al-sflbi'un (Book Concerning the Secrets of Hermes

 and the Sacred Pronouncements and the Prayers with which the Sdbians Pray).147
 In the absence of a complete manuscript in Arabic, pseudo-Plato's Kithb al-nawimis

 must be studied in the Latin translation, made in Spain in the late twelfth century, in
 which it is dubbed, in honor of its first experimentum in which an animal with a
 rational soul is produced from a cow, the Liber vaccae (Book of the Cow). The Book of the
 Cow does not directly give any rationale for its bizarre recipes, but some hints are
 given in the summary of it provided by the GhTiyat al-hakim;148 moreover, the preface to
 the Liber vaccae does, after slight emendation, refer to a section of the tenth book of the

 real Laws of Plato (896, a5-899, b9), where the Athenian Stranger is represented as
 arguing, successfully, that soul, whose essence is motion, is the unique cause of gen-
 eration, of motion, and of change in all things; that the Sun, the Moon, the stars, and
 heaven must necessarily be moved by souls; and that, since these celestial souls are
 virtuous in every way, they are gods. This genuinely Platonic opinion was, of course,
 adhered to by Neoplatonists and by the Neoplatonizing Sabians.

 The objective of the psychic magic of the Kitab al-nawimis is to unite a soul artifi-
 cially with matter to form a rational or irrational being that has magical powers; the
 idea has ancient roots, and is related to the ritual described in the Kitab al-Is'tamikhis
 which unites in a dream his "Perfect Nature" with the prophet Hermes.149 In order to
 manipulate nature so as to produce ensouled creatures with various desired character-
 istics, the author of the Kittib al-nawamis turned for guidance to Galen's IEpi 't T

 ' ItoKpi~Tou~ ijcL I1.d'rovo; 6oy CdcyWV (On the Opinions of Hippocrates and Plato), which
 Hunayn ibn Ishaq really had translated, into Syriac rather than Arabic, before 856.s50

 146. D. Pingree, "Plato's Hermetic Book of the Cow," in P. Prini (ed.), 11 Neoplatonismo nel
 Rinascimento, Rome 1993, pp. 133-145, and idem, "Artificial Demons and Miracles," Res
 Orientales 13, 2001, pp. 109-122.

 147. Kitab ta'rikh al-hukama', p. 195.
 148. Ghfiyat al-hakim, pp. 147-148.
 149. See n. 101 above.

 150. G. Bergstrisser, Hfunain ibn Ishfaq. Uber die syrischen und arabischen Galen-UObersetzungen (=
 Abhandlungen fiir die Kunde des Morgenlandes XVII, 2), Leipzig 1925, pp. 26-27 of the
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 There he found lengthy arguments about the locations in an animal's body of the three
 constituents of Plato's tripartite soul: in the brain resides the rational soul of humans,
 or the xavraoLa of irrational animals, in the heart the sensitive soul, which also con-
 trols appetite and locomotion, and in the guts--especially in the gall-bladder-the
 nutritive soul. Therefore, by selecting the right organs of different animals to produce
 the desired characteristics of the artificial animal he wishes to create and introducing
 them into a womb or womb-like chamber that will provide the correct bodily form, the
 magician produces living beings with either rational or irrational souls, designed for
 specific uses; or else, by consuming such bodily parts, he endows himself with super-
 natural powers. The rational souls that enter these artificial animals are those of ma-
 lefic demons.

 XIX. How the Sfibians Saw Themselves

 I need not go into the nauseous details of psychic magic; Plato would be horrified
 to learn what ends his philosophy has been made to serve. Rather, I will conclude this
 discussion of the Liber vaccae with a translation of a passage in it that indisputably is
 meant to characterize the magician-philosophers of Harran:

 Hunayn says: "From the knowledge of the opifices aneguemis151 and the
 benevolence of their opinions as well as the goodness of the understanding
 of those who have considered matters, have paid attention to the opera-
 tions, and have become familiar with the roots from which these operations
 originate and the knowledge with which these preparations are prepared,
 by which their superiority over the others who lived in their times is known,
 I have seen that they could never accomplish this unless they worshipped
 the stars and constructed temples all of whose doors they placed to the East
 so that they might face the great light which is the light of the Sun, from
 which comes the light of the day and its splendor, and unless they
 suffumigated in these temples with suffumigations of great exaltation,
 brought sacrificial victims to them, lit candles and lamps in them, built
 oratories in them, and illuminated their gods, the stars, within them, whom
 they address with words appropriate to one who is worshipped, praying
 for them to fulfill their needs. And they question them about one who is
 absent, about things already done and things to be done in the future; and
 when they happen, they make them tell about each thing separately; and
 they ask about life, death, health, truthfulness, food, and drink, about all
 things over the knowledge of which stands none but their Creator. There-
 fore [the stars] caused [men] to have knowledge by means of whatever
 power they [men] possess which enables them to address the stars, until

 Arabic. An Arabic translation was made from this Syriac version by Hubaysh for
 Muhammad ibn Mfisa.

 151. That is, the ashalb al-nawlimis ("masters of the secrets"), who are the highest form of rational

 beings that can be artificially generated according to Jabir's Kitab al-tajmiF (Book of Combin-

 ing); see P. Kraus, Ilbir ibn Hayydn. Contribution a l'histoire des iddes scientifiques dans l'lslam,
 2 vols. (= Memoires de l'Institut d'Egypte 44-45), Cairo 1943. 1942, vol. 2, pp. 104-105.
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 any one of them has come to the point at which he may be in Rome and
 perambulate Africa in the same day, or may be in Scythia in the morning
 and walk about the vast occident in the evening. For the earth is rolled up
 for them, and they are carried about in the air and walk on the waters. They
 know before its birth whether the fetus is male or female, and whether [or
 not] it will live.

 But with all this they disagree in their intentions, their laws, and their
 sciences, so that some of them worship the Sun, others the Moon, and some
 of them the stars one by one; and they worship both fire and darkness.
 Those who worship fire said that it is the eye of the Sun, but it is not as they
 thought it is. Because there is no day except from the Sun, and as we do not
 discover the splendor of creation without it, they said: "This is our deity."
 They lit candles and lamps to it, and this was sufficient so that they became
 endowed with the genius to build buildings that do not decay, and to make
 candles which do not burn out over the extension and passage of time, but
 [the fires] remain after [the candles] even though according to their own
 sciencel52 corruption and change are necessary for them. Because [the
 candles] do receive corruption and change [of necessity], when they are
 corrupted, they do not change their deity because of that. Therefore, they
 were inspired to make [their gods] those seven [luminaries] which do not
 burn out, which are the candles which do not cease, but which remain for
 all time.

 I remember the torches which are not extinguished in water and the
 suffumigations into whose [smoke] they look when there is a query about
 something, and they hear the answers. For when they [the magi] are prop-
 erly positioned in the temple designated for the stars, then the nature of
 benefits53 descends into them, and they do nothing which does not bring
 some benefit. For whenever one of them tries this and asks about some-

 thing, small or large, as if the God were standing on his altar holding the
 suffumigation in his hands, that [magus] addresses his star with the words
 and prayers appropriate to the star. There is a single book on these prayers
 of which my recollection is not gone.154 But, since this is something which
 requires an abbreviation in order to find its end-its language is prolix, and
 so is its explanation-I refrain from reporting about it here.

 At about the same time as the Mongols caused the city of Harran to be aban-
 doned-they deported its inhabitants to Mardin in 1271-a high official in the Jacobite
 Church whom we have had several occasions to refer to previously, Bar Hebraeus, the
 son of a Jewish physician named Aaron, quoted the following words from one of the
 Syriac books of Thabit ibn Qurra, in order, he claims, to provide us with an example of
 Thabit's fine style:1s55

 152. As al-Kindi remarks, the $~bians studied many of Aristotle's writings, including the De
 Generatione et Corruptione.

 153. That is, their "Perfect Nature."

 154. This may be the Arabic original of al-Tabari's De locutione cum spiritibus planetarum.
 155. The Chronography, vol. 1, p. 153. I have removed Budge's archaisms, modified slightly his

 punctuation, and attempted to improve his translation of several words.
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 Although many have been subjugated to error by means of torture, our
 fathers, by the hand of God, have endured and spoken valiantly, and this
 Blessed City'56 has never been defiled with the error of Nazareth. We are
 the heirs and the transmitters to our heirs of heathenism,157 which is hon-

 ored gloriously in this world. Lucky is he who bears the burden with a sure
 hope for the sake of heathenism. Who has made the world to be inhabited
 and filled158 it with cities except the good men and kings of heathenism?
 Who has constructed harbors and canals?159 Who has made manifest the

 occult'60 sciences? On whom has dawned the divinity which gives divina-
 tion and teaches the knowledge of future events except the wise men of the
 heathen? It is they who have pointed out all these things, and have made to
 arise the medicine of souls, and have made to shine forth their redemption;
 and it is they also who have made to arise the medicine for bodies. They
 have filled the world with the correctness of modes of life and with the

 wisdom which is the beginning of excellence. Without these [products] of
 heathenism the world would be an empty and a needy place, and it would
 have been enveloped in sheer want and misery.

 The Sabians of Harran thus saw themsleves as a universal civilizing force of
 pristine origin, antedating and superior to the religion revealed to Abraham after he
 left their city, to Zoroaster also after he left Harran, to Christ, and to Muhammad; they
 were instead the direct heirs of the Chinese, Indian, Kayanid Iranian, Babylonian,
 Pharaonic Egyptian, and ancient Greek star worshippers. Their prophet, Hermes, was
 Iranian, Babylonian, and Egyptian; his apostles, however, were Pythagoras, Plato, and
 Aristotle, whose message was proclaimed by Porphyry and Proclus. To aid in their
 worship of the stars and their life on earth they studied astrology (Ptolemy), astronomy
 (Ptolemy and Theon), alchemy, and medicine (Galen). Their esoteric Neoplatonism
 influenced pseudo-Jabir ibn Hayyan, Ibn Wahshiyya, and the Ismaqlis, their study of
 Greek science strongly impacted the development of the scientific enterprise in Islam.
 Like Proclus, they sucessfully combined the mystical and the rational, though it is
 their grotesque rituals that claimed much of the attention that their contemporaries
 and subsequent investigations have bestowed upon them.

 156. Harran, not Edessa which the Christians call the Blessed City.
 157. Hanafiya.
 158. Budge has "flooded."
 159. For "canals" Budge has "[conserved] the rivers."
 160. Budge has "hidden."
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